As the Enlightenment drew to a close, translation had gradually acquired an increasingly important role in the international circulation and transmission of scientific knowledge. Yet comparatively little attention has been paid to the translators responsible for making such accounts accessible in other languages, some of whom were women. In this article I explore how European women cast themselves as intellectually enquiring, knowledgeable and authoritative figures in their translations. 
Introduction
and fall so alternately in the progress of the narrative, that we are utterly at a loss to decide in whose favour the scale preponderates', the writer for The English Review was less magnanimous. 4 In Lane's edition some ornithological terminology was completely wide of the mark: the 'canne petière' was not a 'duck' but a 'French field duck', 'a bird as different from the common duck as the common duck is from a partridge', the critic sourly noted. 5 The Critical Review, or Annals of Literature likewise considered the translation for Robinson 'more exact and close', but favoured Helme's translation for Lane as 'more free and elegant', noting that those 'who wish for a pleasing agreeable narrative will consequently peruse the latter', while 'the philosopher and physician, who wish for more scientific information' would prefer the former. 6 But it was the critic in the Monthly Review who was most scathing of Helme's translation: 'The public have been so long disabused with misinterpretations of the natives of this obscure extremity of Africa, that every remark of an intelligent traveller becomes interesting: we are therefore sorry to find the latter of these translations was undertaken by a female pen, the dedication to the Duke of Montagu being signed Elizabeth Helme'. 7 Indeed, he continued, 'The natural historian knows no indecency in his researches, whatever may be the object; when, therefore, […] a lady professes to give a translation of such a work, he will naturally be sorry to find himself defrauded under the plea of female delicacy'. Translation Studies have explored a number of different ways in which gender is brought to bear on issues of translation. As Sherry Simon has noted, it is impossible to think of women and translation without focusing on the notion of agency, which in their case 'cannot be understood as that of a free and unfettered writing subject'. 9 Moreover the very choice of text -whether 'sympathetic' or 'antagonistic' to the interests and self-positioning of the translator -says much about the translator's readiness to engage with writing that stands in ideological, cultural or social opposition to herself.
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How and why a woman translator such as Helme became involved in working with a text as seemingly 'antagonistic' to women's propriety as Vaillant's account of the Cape is therefore intriguing, as are the means by which she made her presence felt in the text. Barbara Godard speaks of 4 Anon., The London Review, October 1790, 285-87 (285) . 5 Anon., The English Review, September 1790, 254-60 (260) . 6 Anon., The Critical Review, or, Annals of Literature, 1790, 34-45 (45) . 7 Anon., Monthly Review; Or Literary Journal, N.S. 3 (1790) , 28-29 (28 Translation has also long been gendered as an activity that properly falls within the preserve of male, rather than female, activities. The sexualisation of translation appears most memorably in the adage, coined in the seventeenth century, of translations being 'belles infidèles': like women, the saying went, a translation could either be beautiful or faithful, but not both. Translation therefore captured what Lori Chamberlain has described as 'a cultural complicity between the issues of fidelity in translation and in marriage', with faithfulness seen as a contract between the translation (inscribed as feminine) and the original (cast as masculine), which allows all the obvious power dynamics to be brought into play. 17 To see women as producers of translations that were either elegant or accurate but not both was obviously immensely detrimental to their role in the international circulation of scientific writing, not least in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century, when scientists set great store by the readability of their prose as much as the intellectual precision of the findings they conveyed.
While, as we shall see, women generally produced highly accurate renderings of the texts they translated so assiduously -even to the point of correcting errors of calculation -their work was clearly considered to pose a threat to the established modes by which scientific knowledge was produced. But if translation was potentially a subversive activity, then it could equally be deployed by women to counter the prevailing power dynamics and, in de Lotbinière-Harwood's rephrasing, to act as 're-belles et infidèles'.
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II. Women as Scientific Translators in the Restoration and Enlightenment
Helme's involvement in the circulation of scientific knowledge through translation was not suggested -much in the same way as Behn's translation of Fontenelle had done -that this work (and its author) enjoyed the patronage, the support and the protection of a male figure. Helme also used her dedication to sustain a discourse of modesty. Rather than suggesting that she had translated Vaillant in the pursuit of her own intellectual or financial interests, her work was presented as hoping to 'succeed in amusing an hour of your GRACE'S leisure' and appealing to his 'fondness for science, and love of humanity'. 36 While Helme's name did not appear on the title-page, she was certainly 'visible' by the time the reader had leafed to the 'Translator's Preface': here she admitted to 'curtailing a few repetitions' and noted, 'I have likewise softened (if I may be allowed the expression) a few passages that possibly might be accounted mere effusions of fancy and vivacity in a french [sic] author, but which will ill accord with the delicacy of a female translator, or indeed with the temper and genius of English readers'. 37 Using both gendered and national differences to justify her omissions, Helme therefore sought to deflect potential criticism away from her potential unsuitability, as a woman, to translate Vaillant.
Helme's organisation of Vaillant's material into separate chapters not only broke the information down into portions that could more easily be read at one sitting. They enhanced the feel that this was more of a 'narrative' by giving it greater linearity and cohesion. heightened the readability through strengthening the structure of the narrative: she also used parenthetic additions to make Vaillant's text more easily comprehensible. Thus when Vaillant described the weapons he took with him by saying 'je m'armai de la Sarbacane & de l'Arc Indien', 38 she put 'I therefore armed myself with a Sarbacane, (a tube to shoot with) and an Indian bow'. 39 The translator for Robinson, by contrast, footnoted his text to give it a more scholarly air, making of the same passage 'I armed myself with a tube*, and an Indian bow', adding in the footnote '*Sarbacanea kind of tube, through which small parts are blown with the mouth'. 40 Helme would routinely use parentheses to keep material in the main text, thereby aiming her translation at the general public, rather than presenting it as a more serious scientific account for specialists.
The translator for Robinson clearly possessed -and was prepared to vaunt -greater scientific knowledge. Thus in describing the marine life at The Cachelots (a sort of whale, which the Dutch call noord-kaaper) are very numerous, and continually playing in this bay.
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Her counterpart for Robinson produced a more detailed translation with footnotes:
The cachelot*, a kind of whale which the Dutch call noord kaaper, is always found in great plenty sporting in this bason. * The cachelot was generally known under the name of the spermaceti whale, till Mr. Pennant very properly made a distinction, by borrowing its name from the French. T.
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The translator of the Robinson edition was therefore not only au fait with the various species that Vaillant had mentioned, but could contextualise them within developments in travel writing, referring here to Pennant to show breadth of reading -a comment that also injected a certain patriotism into this translation by demonstrating British contributions to the advancement of science. Helme offers a remarkably condensed version of this passage:
In the morning I was awakened by the warbling of birds, some of which were totally unknown to me. I found part of them very beautiful, the bright coppercoloured Starling, crested cuckow [sic] , and the King Fisher, were among the number.
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The translator for Robinson produced quite a different text both in narrative approach and length:
Early in the morning I was again awakened by a warbling, which afforded me no less pleasure. It proceeded from birds which I did not know, and which I had never before heard. I found them most beautiful. I was dazzled by the brilliant and variable plumage of the copper-coloured starling, the amethyst-coloured throat of the certhia flaveola*, the courou-coucou †, the king's-hunter, and of a great many others: I observed also several species which I had never before seen. * In the original sucrier; called also by Brisson grimpereau; and by Sir Hans Sloan, in his Natural History of Jamaica, the black and yellow bird. † Curucui, a Brasilian bird. Trogon Linn. T.
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It is striking how much more complex, colourful and detailed the Robinson translation is, suggesting that it would have attracted the interest of a broader non-specialist audience. There are greater attempts to appeal to the reader's imagination, perhaps inspired by the translator's own knowledge of the exotic birds being described, dazzling in their 'brilliant variable plumage', and a need to convey a sense of awe and wonder that actually leads to a mistranslation at the end of the quoted passage, adding a negative in 'which I had never seen before' that is not present in the original 'que j'avois déjà rencontrées'. Yet scientific readers would not have been short-changed by the Robinson translation either -as indeed the writer for the Critical Review had noted. They would have found this translation to their liking, given its confident references to terms in the Linnaean system of classification and to related works such as Sir Hans Sloane's Natural History of Jamaica (1707-25) .
In this example in particular, the translator for Robinson clearly feels much more at ease with the ornithological terminology and more readily able to picture the birds being described. If some British readers might have been disappointed by Helme's poor attempts to find an adequate translation for these particular terms, they might also have been concerned to discover that she had sometimes left out whole sentences altogether. In a passage on the mammary glands and milk of elephants, she abridged the text so that Vaillant declared the taste of elephant's milk to be:
…sweet, but of a disagreeable flavour, and flowed from eight small punctures; the others had two as usual.
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There her translation of this paragraph ends. In the translation for Robinson, a little more was included:
… this milk issued from eight small orifices, very perceptible and distinct. The most oblique reference to male nakedness was removed by Helme, so that in her translation of the account of the male Gonaquais she has:
When the heat is excessive, they take off all their covering but their jackals, which is a piece of skin of the animal so named, and hangs from their girdles.
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The Robinson translation had a little more to say on the matter:
When the weather is excessively hot, the men lay aside every part of their dress that is superfluous, and retain only what they name their jackals. This is a piece of the skin of the animal so called, with which they cover what nature bids them to conceal, and which is fastened to their girdle. This veil however, negligently arranged, may be considered as a useless appendage, as it is of very little service to their modesty.
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The reasons why this passage were omitted by Helme are not difficult to imagine. Critics' dismay at her translation not being comprehensive also seems rather exaggerated, given how little concrete information she cut out in the interests of making this translation appropriate to a wider audience, including women. Indeed one might even suggest that the criticism levelled by the Monthly Review at Helme's version essentially had less to do with her diplomatic abridgements and more with a sense of indignation at women meddling in matters for which they were considered, by some, to be wholly unsuitable.
Yet if the content of Vaillant's account seemed to limit Helme as a translator, it did acquaint her with material that she could use in her own creative writing, notably The Farmer of Inglewood Forest (1796), which also appeared with the publisher William Lane. I think it no coincidence that in this novel, which sets issues of guilt and divine forgiveness against the backdrop of remote British colonial landscapes, she used the Cape of Good Hope as a strikingly 'foreign' location to lend her exotic narrative distinctly Rousseauian qualities. The narrator's uncle is cast away on his return from India to England and plans with a few companions to explore his way to the Cape of Good Hope. The terrain is such that they must penetrate thick forests, cross rapid rivers, and climb almost perpendicular mountains. Interestingly they end up in a Dutch settlement:
where their appearance caused no small surprise, for my uncle, as well as his companions, were naked, the small remains of covering the natives had left them having been so long worn out, that they were grown perfectly familiarized to the omission, and their skins changed to the complexion of copper 53 It is intriguing that Helme did not feel inhibited in her own prose about making her male characters explicitly naked. But here she was using the body as a political object, and by making the Europeans acquire the skin tone of the Hottentots and essentially adopt their way of life, she was making a covert political statement: Vaillant's account had lauded the equality of marriage in Hottentot society and the respect that the sexes had for each other. Given that many of Helme's novels also focus on 'personal morality and its relationship with class and wealth' 54 it may be that by making her European characters 'go native', she was also reflecting upon the greater sense of moral worth to be found in such 'savage' cultures than in her own.
Conclusions
Helme's translation of Vaillant's Voyage highlighted a number of obstacles but also opportunities to be found in the translation of scientific travel writing by women. That this text was both an enabling and a challenging piece was clear from Helme's preface. Her translation of Vaillant's account allowed her to develop her public profile as a cultured, multilingual woman, while also emphasising just how difficult it was -given the specific terminology and background knowledge required -for a female translator to enter upon the terrain of male scientific travel writing. While Helme doubtless lacked the prior knowledge required to give a confident (and accurate) translation of the ornithological details in this travelogue, the differences between her rendering and that by the translator for Robinson turn upon another issue altogether: the audience for whom they felt they were writing. Helme's translation obviously sought to be more inclusive and more 'popularising' by avoiding excessive scientific detail translation clearly made a successful bid to render this text and its subject matter more palatable for a wider British audience that also included women. I would be cautious, though, about considering that she 'hijacked' the text for any overtly proto-feminist ends. Rather, I would suggest that translation offered her entry into foreign territory, which as an 'exotic' figure herself in the field of male scientific travel, she could more comfortably use for her own ends in the arguably less fettered world of fiction.
